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[57] ABSTRACT

Filters. for third-order phase-locked loops used in re-
ceivers to acquire and track carrier signals, particularly
signals subject to high doppler-rate changes in fre-
quency, are provided by employing a loop filter with an
open-loop transfer function

F(S) = T,5)

and, for a given set of loop constants, setting the damp-
ing factor equal to unity.

4 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures
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-FILTER FOR THIRD-ORDER PHASE-LOCKED changing the tracking range without breaking lock. But
LOOPS this need not require the use of an equipment as com-

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION pltx 3S * Phase-programmed oscillator.
Raising the order of the loop to three would seem to

The invention described herein was made in the per- 5 be an ideal, even if only partial, alternative, because of
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- its simplicity and possible economic factor,
ject to the provisions of section 305 of the National The basic characteristics of third-order phase-
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law tracking systems have been known since the first works
85-568 (72 STAT. 435; 42 USC 2457). of Jaffee and Rechtin reported in Trans. IRE. IT-l.pp

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION '° 66~76 (March 1955)' Andrew J viterbi in Principles
of Coherent Communications, McGraw Hill Book Co.,

This invention relates to a third-order phase-locked (i966) performs a phase-plane analysis, at pages
loops, and more particularly to filters for third-order 64_72> from which he concludes, quite correctly for his
phase-locked loops for use in receivers to acquire and choice of parameters, that pull-in "is less stable for a
track carrier signals. 15 third-order loop than for one of second order." His

Second-order phase-locked receivers used in space choice of parameters was a natural one, derived from
exploration, both in the spacecraft and in the ground Iinear (in.lock) optimization of that loop. Both sources
tracking stations, have performed their function with point out that such a ,oop is potency unstable,
such an exceedingly pleasant effect that, up until now, shou,d ,oop parameters be chosen incorrectly.
there has been little or no reason to consider the instal- 20 Because of what seemed to be acquisition and
lation of a more complicated system. Their perfor- stabni characteristics third-order loops have not
mance characteristics have become well understood, found wide application in the ast. Desi approach
analyzable, and easily optimized relative to almost any seeme£, more co licated and was not wel, under.
criterion ,n a straight forward, well-defined way. Their stood However it has been discovered that these poor
ability to track incoming signals over a great range of 25 a isitions and stabm characteristics can be elimi-
signal levels and doppler profiles, and to maintain lock Mted tQ ̂  ^ -^ a , Qf ̂  third order can Qut.
and coherence at very low signal-to-noise ratios has be- _, jji . i • •» vr. ' . . , perform a second-order loop, not only in its ability tocome an accepted engineering fact. . . r . , ... ,. , F,.._ f . B . . . track a frequency ramp with practically zero phase er-As the more difficult deep space missions come into . . . . .; ,..:. „ r . ,. r ..., . , i_ • j- • r ™ ror. but also in its ability to acquire lock more quicklybeing, however, there is a corresponding stringency of JO ' ~. „ r- L L. . . .u . i • • f . j and from greater offsets, as well. Even when synthe-requirement placed on the. tracking instrument, and a . , ... _ » . . . • • .. , , ,-,
corresponding need to reevaluate the best ways of per- T JH lmperfect "tegrators within the loop filter,
forming the tracking function technically, economi- »"« third-order system will out-perform a perfect se-
cally, and operationally. Some missions are expected to cond-°rder ^stem by orders of magnitude improve-
have doppler rate profiles which may cause up to 30° 35 "lent in steady state phase error, lock-in time, and pull-
steady-state phase error in the unaided second-order ln ran8e

u °"e furthf ^vantage of the third-order sys-
loops now implemented. Such stress in receivers de- tem ls that,there ls less of a requirement for high loop
creases the efficiency with which command or teleme- 8ams and Ion8 tlme Constants than needed by the se-
try data is detected (by 1.25 db. at 30°), makes acquisi- cond-order loop to maintain small tracking errors,
tion of lock difficult and faulty, and increases the likeli- 40 Other advantages are: that the loop filter configura-
hood of cycle slipping and loss of lock. tion is a simPle extension of presently mechanized

The way to correct these problems is clear; eliminate looPs- so that modification to use a third-order loop fil-
or diminish the offending loop stress. This can be done ter ls mlnor;that the role of the receiver operator sub-
by: widening the loop bandwidth; programming the sequent to lock is essentially eliminated; that several
uplink and downlink frequencies to correct these ef- 45 bandwidths are not needed to acquire rapidly; and that
fects; or increasing the order of the tracking loop. Wid- frequency drifts in the loop VCO cause essentially no
ening the loop bandwidth increases loop noises; hence degradation in performance. This last advantage may
it cannot be accepted as a general solution to loop- remove the need to have the VCOs in ovens, and
stress problem. Programming the uplink frequency and thereby further extend the usefulness of the system em-
ground station local oscillator in accordance with the ploying a third-order loop filter,
predicted doppler profile is certainly a valid solution, SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
but is costly to implement and introduces difficulty in
reducing the two-way doppler data for navigation pur- In accordance with the present invention a filter for
poses. It also may require accurate predictions during a third-order phase-locked loop in receiver systems is
critical phases of a mission where an a priori doppler provided with a transfer function
profile is uncertain. While a second-order loop might .... , _ .. . ... . . . ... . .

. j , • j L. u • f F(S) = (1+ TjJ/1 + T,S) + l/( 1 + T,S) (6 + Tsl)track a doppler ramp, once required, the mechanics of ^
obtaining lock—sweeping the uplink exciter or down- d)
link VCO, and switching to track mode—may possibly
cause the system to lose lock. and for a given set of loop constants, the damping fac-

A third-order loop, however, will track the actual tor is set equal to unity.
phase deviations presented to it without the need for RR|pF nFsrRiPTiON OF THF HOAXX/IM^C
accurate predictions. It can thus be used in conjunction BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
with, or exclusive of, a programmed-frequency-mode 65 FIG. 1 is a diagram of a standard second-order phase-
of operation. True, if the frequency swing is too wide locked loop.
during the track mode for one loop VCO to handle, it FIG. 2 is a general block diagram illustrating the
may be desirable to have some minor capability for present invention.
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FIGS. 3, 4, 5 and 6 are simplified diagrams of filter
circuits for the present invention.

FIG. 7 diagrams A through F are root-loci diagrams
useful in understanding the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

Before describing the present invention in greater de-
tail, the performance of a standard second-order phase-
locked loop shown in FIG. 1 will be described. It has
the transfer function

««.„>=

= (l +TJ s/l + r t s )

(2)

usually built with rt » T2. For a given signal rms am-
plitude A and loop gain K, parameters r and e are de-
fined by the equations:

€ = T2/T,

(3)

(4)

Nominally, then, e is much smaller than unity.
The loop linear transfer function L(s) is given by the
equation

L(s) = [ 1 + T2s/\ + (1 + e/r) -r2s + (1/r) (r2j)2]

(5)

Us two-sided loop noise bandwidth, WL and damping
factor, £, are related to system parameters by the equa-
tions

l/2r2(l +«/r

/ 2 ) ( l +e/r)

(6)

(7)

Typically, f is set to take a particular value, £„ = 0.707,
at design signal level, r = r, — 2.

Once the loop is locked, there is a steady-state phase
error caused by doppler shifts:

*ss = fla/AK + T,A0/AK [ 1 - e - ez/r + //T,]

= [T2
2A0/r + Sl(t)/AK]

(8)

(9)

5 In operation, the phase-locked loop of FIG. 1 re-
ceives a signal at input terminal 10 and mixes it with a
local oscillator signal through a mixer (multiplier) 11
having a gain Kd. The produce is coupled to the loop
filter 13 having the transfer function of Eq. (2). The

10 output stage of the filter 13, an amplifier 14, has a gain
Ka and is connected to the control terminal of a volt-
age-controlled oscillator (VCO) 15. The mixer and fil-
ter cooperate in developing an output signal that is pro-
portional to the phase difference between the input sig-

15 nal and the VCO signal even when the input signal is
phase — or frequency — modulated.

The filter 13 is of the second-order loop may be
mechanized in a number of different ways using perfect
or imperfect integrators. In either case the root loci for

20 the phase-locked-loop transfer functions are circles
which lie in the left hand plane, indicating uncondi-
tional stability. If the filter were replaced by a third-
order loop, two of the loci would emanate at 60° from
the cluster of three openloop poles with the real axes

25 into the right half-plane until the product AK of re-
ceived signal and loop gain exceed a certain valve.
Consequently, the loop is only conditionally stable.

FIG. 1 illustrates a third-order loop implemented in
accordance with the present invention with a filter 20

30 having a transfer function according to Eq. ( 1 ) set forth
hereinbefore and a unity damping factor (£ = 1 ). The
remaining components are the same as in FIG. 1 and
therefore identified by the same reference numerals.
With a damping factor equal to one, instead of a damp-

35 ing factor of 0.707 as had been the standard practice
in third-order loops, the acquisition and stability char-
acteristic is improved so that a third-order loop exceeds
the performance of a second order loop in the ability
to acquire lock more quickly and from greater offsets

40 and to track with practically zero phase error.
To better understand and appreciate this invention,

consider the following. When minimizing the total tran-
sient distortion plus noise variance by the Wiener filter-
ing technique, one is led to the following loop filter for

45 tracking an input 8(t) = A0f2/2:

1/2T,T2S2)

r = 2

50 (10)

This relation states the in-lock response to an input sig-
nal offset frequency ft0 (in radians/sec) and doppler J5
rate A0 (in rad/sec2) relative to the VCO rest fre-
quency. The term fl(t)=fla+\0t is the instantaneous fre-
quency offset. The response in Eq. 8 excludes the tran-
sient terms associated with the poles of L(s).

It may be noted in Eq. 8 that there is an error term 6Q
growing linearly in time that eventually may force the
loop out of lock over an extended period of doppler-
rate tracking. Raising the loop gain helps to minimize
this effect of fi(/); but raising the gain is ineffective in
reducing the error due to A0. 65

The maximum initial VCO offset fl»ma^ for which the
loop will automatically pull into lock is approximately
given by

The first part of this filter resembles that used in the
ideal second-order loop. Based on this resemblance,
one may conceive a two-stage loop design; acquisition
by the second-order loop, to avoid any of the problems
a third-order system out of lock might have, and subse-
quent addition of the other pole in Eq. 10 to remove
loop stress. Such a configuration is useful for unat-
tended receivers; henceforth it will be referred to as a
hybrid design.

The perfect integrators indicated in Eq. 10 are not
usually practical, so modifications are necessary. The
loop filter to be considered in the remainder of this re-
port may be synthesized in many ways, four of which
are shown in FIGS. 3, 4, 5, and 6. These all have the
same transfer function given by Eq. (1), and for conve-
nience common circuit elements will be referred to by
common reference numerals in order to be able to
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- speak about all configurations in common when appro-
priate. Each of the configurations shown is a functional
design.

The isolation amplifiers are high-input impedance
devices, considered to have unity gain. However, this
constraint can be relaxed to optimize hardware cbnsid-
erations. The coefficient S is the reciprocal of the im-
perfect "integrator" dc gain and is usually very small..
Even though e and 8 will usually be very small in de-
signs, they will not be omitted in the formulas to follow
with this loop filter. The loop transfer function takes
the form

10

long as their loop bandwidth? are the same.

Root Loci

For a given set of loop constants «, T2, 8, and k, it is
possible to vary the loop gain, K, or signal level A and
plot the positions of the poles of L(s). Since r is propor-
tional to both A and K, it may be used as the indepen-
dent variable. The system roots start at the poles of
F(s) at r= 0 and finally terminate at the zeros of F(s),

r*s>* = ~ ( ' + 6*/2> ± " ' + 8*/2>* ~ < » + *>*]"'

(r2s)3

The parameter k above is defined as

* = T2/T3 =1/4

as r — oo. When k takes the value

20

The four designs of FIGS. 3 to 6 all have the same
L(s) and thus operate identically once the loop is
locked; they differ in their lock-in transient behaviors,
however, because of the possibly different initial capac-
itor voltages. If all capacitors are shorted at t = 0, they
are again identical, within hardware limitations. But
when the loop is operating as a hybrid, (that is; as sec-
ond order with capacitors C2 or C2 and C3 shorted ) dur-
ing the acquisition phase, and third order (C2 or C2 and
C3 released) after lock, then each of the filters will ex-
hibit a different transient phenomenon because of the
placement and number of capacitors. These phenom-
ena will be discussed more fully hereinafter.

It is important to note for the circuit of FIG. 4 that
the first integrator of the lower leg has unity dc gain
and /?SC.I = TI; it could as well have been synthesized by
a simple (R.,, C3) voltage divider, as in the upper leg. As
it stands, its transfer function is one yielding an F(s)
with only two poles. By increasing the resistance shunt-
ing C3 (thus raising the integrator gain), one can con-
ceivably further reduce the steady state tracking error,
but the number of poles in F(s) then increases to three,
and the loop becomes one of the fourth order.

.30

-, 2 (2 + 8)

Then both zeros merge on the negative real axis at

_ s _ _ / j + bkllr )1 2 2
(16)

If k is less than *o, the two zeros are complex, and their
real Parts are e1ual to E9 16-

35 The condition that L(s) has a pair of critically
damped roots is met when r, k, e, 8 satisfy the following:

w _ f _|_

define

40

* = H/( 1 + 8)r](v/3)3 [ 1 +^- 3>v/v 2 ) ">]< | 1 - 2( 1 -
3w/v ) ]

( I 7 )

45 jn order that critical damping occur at a real and posi-
live k in Eq. 17, v and w are restricted by the inequality

Loop Noise Bandwidth

The standard method for computing loop bandwidth
is by integration of \L(jta)\1, a form contained in a table 50

of integrals. The result is -

Yt £ w/v2

Critically damped system roots can thus occur only

•=_r_ \r-k
• 2T2[

r f r -k+T\
= - I - I

2T2[ r-k J

+ klr]l

(13)

As compared with the loop bandwidth formula of the
second-order loop, the simplified expression in Eq. 1 2
is only slightly increased in complexity and, of course,
the two merge to the same result as k — » 0.

The chief determining factors of WL are still TZ and r,
just as in the second-order loop. The phase error vari-
ance of any two loops due to input noise is the same as

if 3 < r < 4, dependent on e, 8, and k. At the r = 4
extreme, k becomes zero and the system degenerates to
a second-order loop. The maximum value of k allowing
critical damping occurs at the r =* 3 point and satisfies

_k"az ~ I '/( 1 + o)r](r + e + Skmajr/l)
3u> = v2 d^)
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As illustrated in root-loci diagrams of FIG. 7, there is The final-value theorem readily establishes the steady;
generally a region of unstable system roots. The angu- state behavior. In terms of fl(/) = fl0 + A0/, the instanta-
lar frequency <ax at which the system roots cross the j- neous frequency offset, we have
axis, is given by

(20)

and occurs when r takes the value described as follows: 10

define

= (1 + 8) - eSk - (e+ 8k)( 1 + 8*) ,5 Compared with the corresponding expression for a se-
( 2 i ) cond-order loop, the error due to instantaneous fre-

__ quency offset is reduced by a factor of about 8, and the
c — «6Ar(e + 8*) error caused by a frequency rate is diminished by a fac-

tor of about (8 + e/k). Such a comparison reflects the
_b+ [b2 — 4ac]112 20 desirability not only of making e and 8 very small, but

r°sc~ 2a also of keeping k as large as other factors will permit.
It is also clear that the third-order loop makes a mini-

= k — e — 8A-2 rnal demand on loop gain; low values of K in the se-
cond-order loop, on the other hand, are generally intol-

The value of k thus sets the minimum r = AK T2
2/T, 25 erable, except when frequency offsets are not at issue,

at which the loop is stable; for any operating level with Transient Behavior Within Lock Region
r — r<ac there is a power-gain margin of

Consider now the behavior of the loop error at the
gain margin = (r/r^,.)2 « [r/(k — e — 8/t2)]2 final stages of acquisition as the loop enters the linear

221 3° re8'on- Such a state may have been achieved by natural
pull-in, by sweeping the VCO until zero-beat occurs, or

_ . . , . . . ... „ _ , , by a hybrid lock-on. Choose the initial instant of such
The six loc, d,agrams illustrated in FIG. 7 show for observation as , = 0) at which time the input phase

various increasing values of *: in diagram A that when functjon re)ativ£ {o ^ VCQ .g
k > kmai, there are two underdamped (complex) and 35
one overdamped (real) roots for all r > rMC; in diagram 8(t) = f?0 + flo' + & A,/
B that when k = kmal there are two underdamped and
one overdamped roots for all r > rmc except at r=3, at
which point all three roots become equal; in diagram C <fr(i) = (OJs) + (fla/s

2) + (A0/s3)
that when *„ < k < kmax) there is a region where two 40 for appropriately deflned values of e ^ and A
roots pass from.underdamped, to critically damped to The citors c in F(s) wil, have injtia, VQ, £ va|.
overdamped, to critically damped, and finally to under- u£s wh;ch wi,, b£ d£not£d The transient re s

damped cases; and in diagram D at k = ka the system Qf £ach of thg three conf tions in FIGS 3> 4 and

roots are always critical or overdamped for r larger 5 ar£ similar and al, of tn£ form
than about 3.3. The diagram E is similar to the previous 45
case of diagram D, except there is a root nearer the ori^ r
gin, indicating a more sluggish response, when k < k0. <&(*) = [1—L(s) ] |0(i)
In the case of diagram E, the zero cancels the pole near
the origin, producing a second-order loop at k = 0. ^ {/ 11

The cases illustrated in diagrams B and D are of spe- 50 + ^ +TlS) (8 + r3s) + 8 + T3s I
cial interest. Diagram B depicts the maximum value of
k (viz., *.„) that can be used when no underdamped ^ ̂ ^ ^ in from the output of F(s) outward to

roots are desired. In such a design, there is only one A The coefficients U( take valu£S set b the initia, ca.
fixed operating s.gnal level (i.e. r - 3) Diagram D {or VQ| as iv£n jn th£ fo,,owi table
shows the maximum value of k (viz., ka) that can be 55
used if no underdamped roots are desired at any signal circuit u, u, u.,
level above a design point producing ra = 3.375. The FIG. 3 r,,r,n -ei VO,T, v^,
significance of these cases will be discussed fully here- FJG 5 V ° ' T ' ( I - ' ) vHi' '"'o
inafter.

Steady-State Error 6° For hybrid-loop configuration, v02 and v03 are zero
initially, so circuits of FIGS. 3 and 4 have the same »he-

The system response to an input phase 8(t) = 80 + ft0' oretical transient behavior. At the time of switching,
+\(,t*/2 can be found by considering the Laplace trans- tnere ;s oniy one capacitor charged, and there is only
form of the phase error one transient term associated with v01, namely U,.

When there is a tuning offset fl0 at switch time, for ex-
ample, this capacitor voltage is v01 = fl,JK.

(23) The phase error at this time, being that of the second-
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,- order loop, sets the initial offset at to minimize <£„ once lock is achieved, k should be as
_ large as possible. These two conditions are met in

00 = (fljAk) + (\vrJAK) ( \ - e - f l r ) slightly different ways according to the type of signals
(27) to be tracked. If design is to be for signals of a fixed

5 level, then k should be set to kmax and r should be set
The third-order loop transient which results appears to produce critical damping at this level (see diagram
much the same as that shown by curve I in FIG. 8. The B of FIG. 7). If design is to be for signals of various in-
optimized transient, with about 3 1 percent overshoot, tensities, then k should be made equal to k0 and r
quickly reduces the phase error to its vastly improved should be set for critical damping (see diagram D of
new final value (Eq. 24). 10 FIG. 7) at the weakest expected signal level to ensure

A circuit of FIG. 3 used as a hybrid, on the other that the roots are never underdamped.
hand, has an extra transient, as vol enters both I), and The theory developed for computing the pull-in
U2. In fact, the added effect, shown by curve II in FIG. range of a second-order loop is easily extended to ac-
8, can knock the loop back out of lock! This can be ex- count for effects in the third-order loop; the maximum
peeled to occur if <t> reaches about 1 radian (linear the- '5 jnput frequency offset which the loop will acquire un-
ory), which corresponds to rr/2 radians (nonlinear the- aided is approximately
ory); the maximum usable 110 for the circuit of FIG. 30 .
is thus limited to approximately "«««> = (r/T2) ^ (2T,/T2) (1+8/8)

no<2.97w i 20 < 2 9 >

(28) The case 8 = «> gives the usual expression for second-
order acquisition range.

Such a restriction allows us to conclude that circuit of It is clear then, that there is enhancement in the ac-
FIG. 3 is not generally suitable for hybrid loop design. quisition range by approximately the square root of the
But, as pointed out earlier, circuits of FIGS. 4 and 5 25 added integrator dc gain. In fact, experimental evi-
make excellent hybrids. One may note in these figures dence verifies this formula exceedingly well all the way
that a loop initially locked, or at zero phase error with out to the point where IF filtering or minute equipment
C's discharged, may lose lock if the fl0 and A0 bias imperfections begin to limit the loop pull-in.
introduced are excessive. If lock is broken, the linear ,„ M • " r\ . • r .u \//-^/-v , / - > . < • i i >, .. . ... . . , , , 30 Noise Detuning of the VCO (Out of Lock)loop theory becomes invalid, and the loop reverts back
to is nonlinear state. Consider the case now in which acquisition is at-

tempted with the loop filter capacitors having the initial
Acquisition and Lock-In Behavior random charges deposited in them by the input noise

The phase-plane technique, which found welcome 3J P"«r to application of signal. It is convenient to sepa-
use in visualizing the lock-in behavior of second-order rate the deviations of the VCO output frequency by
loops, does not readily extend the same advantage to noise into two .portions: That part coming through the
third-order systems, partly because there are three ini- second-order loop filter portion of F(s), and the other
tial conditions - phase, frequency, and frequency rate Part the balance. In terms of the input noise two-sided
— which are needed to specify a unique trajectory, and 40 density W0 and loop gain K, the variances pa

2 and p6
2,

partly because this trajectory lies in a 3-dimensional, respectively, of these two parts are
difficult to imagine hyperplane. vi= (e(AK)*N0/2T2A2} ( 1 - e2 + 2« wHr.,)

By analogy, however, one still can visualize that, if
there is a beat frequency between the incoming sinu- < 3 ( l )

soid and the VCO, there will be a small dc voltage at 45
the filter output tending to force the loop toward lock. (/IKY* (N IA'*\
The extra integration in the loop accumulates this (7»= 2 — f> (S4- "/£> ^'^
force, accelerating the loop toward lock. There is thus Tz

an understandable reduction in the time required to
reach the zero-beat lock-in region and there is a corre- 50 The parameter WH is the I.F. or pre-detection band-
sponding increase in the loop pull-in-frequency range, widtn For nominally small e and 8, we can see that the
as compared to a second-order system. deviations caused in the second-order leg may be very

If loop damping is not set properly, the great velocity sma\it compared to those caused by the added Integra-
acquired by the loop phase and the momentum associ- tor.
ated with the two integrations of the error may carry 55 prior to appijcation of sjgnal, the capacitors have at-
the loop frequency error past the lock region, perhaps tained charges that deviate the VCO from its rest fre-
out of lock so rapidly that recovery is not possible. quency, essentially by pb rad/sec, and such deviation is

Proper setting of the damping factor — that is, opti- perhaps 1/8 times as large as it is for a second-order
mum choice of the design point r and k — can reduce loop with the same loop gain K. This comparison is
this velocity through the zero-beat region enough to 60 somewhat unfair, as it fails to recognize the increased
prevent any frequency overshoot or irrecoverable loss tracking capability of the third-order system.
of lock. In fact, if the loop has no underdamped roots, To judge performance between second- and third-
there is no transit past zero-beat at all. ' . order systems fairly, it is necessary to raise the gain of

To minimize the possibility that acquisition is faulty, the second-order loop by 1/8 to equate the static phase
it is merely necessary to choose an appropriate damp- errors due to Q0 (there will be little change in the se-
ing factor for two of the system poles. To minimize cond-order loop's ability to track A0, however). The
overshoot, damping should be critical or beyond, and noise detuning of both loops are now reasonably com-
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12
parable:

o-2
2/<r3

2 T2)( 1 4-

> 1

VCOs may be greatly relaxed.

Third-Order Loop Design

(32) When a set of loop gains, time constants, etc., is
5 given, performance can be analyzed by the foregoing

equations, or it can be measured by any suitable tech-
nique. It is also possible to turn performance specifica-
tions into loop parameters. Unless e and S are very
small, designs must be taken from normalized figures

10 and tables, or found by solution of the transcendental
equations involving non-negligible € and 8. But, as is
the usual case, if only first-order terms in e and 8 are
pertinent, then there are simplified formulas that can
be used.

Assume that the given set of design specifications
consists of (1) the loop bandwidth, WLO, at a minimum
expected signal level A0) (2) the maximum loop stress
<i>,, that may be tolerated at a maximum frequency off-
set fl0 and/or doppler rate A0, (3) the maximum practi-

The <rn
2 here refers to the noise frequency-detuning of

second and third order loops with equal rt, T2, etc., even
though in practice the two realizations may require
these to be somewhat different.

The important point of Eq. 32 is that there is no pen-
alty in noise detuning, for a given fl0 requirement, by
synthesis as a third-order loop. In fact, when 8*<e,
there can be a marked improvement.

In either case, however, a stringent ft0-tracking re- 15
quirement creates excessive noise detuning, and
thereby, an acquisition problem. For this reason, a
spacecraft, or other unattended receiver, is probably
best synthesized as a hybrid configuration. The hybrid
need not be a second/third switch—it can be third/- 20 cal operating loop gain, Kmaj. that may be used at maxi-
third, switching from a moderately high 8 to a very low mum input signal level, (4) a maximum time constant
one. However, because of the transient phenomena
causing unlock, mentioned earlier, the filter of FIG. 3
should not be used.

Effect of Internal and VCO Noise

The effect of VCO and other noises internal to the
loop can be modeled as an equivalent noise voltage,
n t(t), appearing at the VCO input; Kvcone(t) is then the
output frequency noise. Such noise can usually be mod-
eled spectrally by the equation

30

|2ir/w|

(33)

The first term is a white noise internal to the loop and
the second is the so-called "flicker" noise having a I//
characteristic so typical of varactor diodes, carbon re-
sistors, and oscillators in general. The amount of phase
error in the closed loop output due to this noise can be
found by the formula

TT o

The first of these integrals is tabulated, and the other
can be evaluated numerically. The case € = 8 = 0 pro-
duces the expression

Timai conveniently realizable, and (5) a minimum al-
lowable value of 8mjn. (8m(n can usually be extremely
small, limited only by the gain of an operational ampli-

25 fier; but it may be considerably larger if the noise de-
tuning in an unattended mode is considered.) Included
in this list of specifications is the tacit assumption that
a variable-signal-level-tracker is to be designed. There
is only one choice for k that will proscribe under-
damped roots: k = k0. The value of ka is approximately
0.25, but depends on an as-yet undetermined value 8
(see Eq. 15).

The corresponding value of design point r; call it r0,
can be determined from Eq. 17, but only in terms of as-
yet unspecified 8 and t. In similar fashion, r2 results
from solving Eq. 13, again as a function of 8 and e. The
remaining parameter values are straightforward.

If the design were for a fixed signal level, k would be
set to kmax, and the corresponding r given by Eq. 19, as
previously described. Both of these designs depend on
as-yet undetermined values of 8 and e. The unused de-
sign parameters are used to fix 8 and c so that a design
can be made.

The normalized phase errors caused separately by a
frequency offset ft0 and frequency ramp A0 are given by
the equations:

40

45

Se

50
2(1 + 8)

The form of o-2
VCo greatly resembles the corresponding

equation for second-order loops. At k = 0.25, r =
3.375, the phase error variance is about 10 to 15 per-
cent higher than it is for the second order loop. Hence,
there is no relaxation in the requirement for spectral
purity in the VCO to be used. But there are other noises
in the VCO not well modeled spectrally; one such devi-'
ation is a steady drift in rest frequency due to some
change in the oscillator operating condition, such as
temperature, bias voltage, etc. These appear, so far as
the loop error detector can tell, as slight alterations to
the frequency offset or rate of the incoming sinusoid.
Such effects can be analyzed as part of the loop overall
transient. Because the third-order loop minimizes the
effect of such transients, the drift requirement on

( r -k+e++ Sk (1 + e/r) ( r + e + Sk)

55

60

65

. & e ( r - k + l
• 2 r - k (36)

l /r) +JJ-/r]\2

-k + e+8k (1 + e/r) ( - r+e + Sk)
J-/r]\2

)

(37)
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which are totally specified once 8 and « take fixed val-
ues. Therefore, the two normalized errors can be tabu-
lated, or plotted, as a function of 8.and e.

The design procedure then is as follows:
1. For estimating purposes, approximate r0 = 3.375

and KO = 0.25. Compute approximate minimum
achievable e = emln values:

"n 4u)/,0Timax\ r0 — k0

or else

(38J .0*

(39) 15

whichever is larger.
2. Determine values 8 a 8mln and e 2 emtn from Eq.

37, that will satisfy the static-phase error require- 20
ment.

3. Compute k0, r0, and T2 by solving Eqs. 15, 17, and
13 directly.

4. Compute the remaining system parameters:

T, = T2/e

A0K = r0/€T2

gain margin = (r/rOTC)2

Jotc ~~ ( ̂ olc

(40)

( 4 I )

30

35

As a shortcut, it is possible to take the values ra =
3.375 as correct within I percent whenever e < 0.01
and 8 < 0.1; the value ka = 0.25, if 8 < 0.02. The rela- 4Q

tion

= 2.2275/w lc

(42)

is correct within 1 percent for e s 0.01 and 8 •& 0.1.
To avoid a lengthy expression, we may define the pa-
rameters

a = e + Sk

45

8)
d= r ( \
e = rk( 1
f=(bd- aeVe*
g = (bed - ace - be)/e*
h = (e1 - bee - ade + bd*)le*
Then for all k > 0, eT* takes the value

*] (43)

14
to be chosen for design, as it gives the true third-order
loop optimization at a k large enough to combine low
transient error with low steady-state phase error. How-
ever, even this disappears for about e > 0.03.

Since diminution of steady-state error is the primary
reason for using a third-order loop, it thus is reasonable
not to allow kh, the hybrid design value, to drop below
either k0 or kmax, depending on the signal level charac-
teristics being assumed.

The open-loop transfer function given by Eq. 1 is one
for which an optimum value for k has been established
for which the loop will be unconditionally stable for all
higher values of signal level, that is, for the root-loci di-
agram D of FIG. 7. The manner in which that transfer
function is implemented is obvious from the circuit dia-
grams of FIGS. 3, 4 and 5. In FIG. 3, for example, the
first term is implemented in the same manner as for a
second-order loop filter by resistors RI and R2, and ca-
pacitor C,. The output taken from an isolation ampli-
fier 21 is then added to the second term. An isolation
amplifier 22 providing the signal which is processed by
an integration 23 having a gain 8 = RJRt to produce
the signal of the second term. An adder 24 then simply
adds the two terms.

Manipulation of the transfer function set forth in Eq.
1 yields the configuration of FIGS. 4 and 5. Many more
configurations can be devised by still other manipula-
tions of Eq. 1. Accordingly, the configuration of FIG.
3 is intended to merely show a direct approach to the
task of implementing the transfer function. It is not the
most desirable configuration because the charge on ca-
pacitor C, after acquisition is related to the loop fre-
quency mistuning, fla = 2 TrA/. It causes a transient
which, if too large, can knock the loop irrecoverably
out of lock. The configurations of FIGS. 4 and 5 exhibit
no such transient away from lock and thus are pre-
ferred even though more complex. A simpler, and
therefore even better configuration is that shown in
FIG. 6 comprised of simply two cascaded intergrators
31 and 32. In each case, however the component values
are selected to yield the required values of T,, r2, e and
dc gain 5 for the desired bandwidth given by Eq. 13 and
steady state phase error given by Eq. 24.

To better understand the preferred configuration of
FIG. 6 shown in terms of T, and T2 instead of r, and T2,
the transfer function of Eq. 1 can be expressed as

55

Analysis of Eq. 43 at a given fixed WL, 8 and e reveals
that ef has two stationary points: a true minimum in
the vicinity of k = e, r = 1, and a relative minimum at
about k = 0.5, r = 2. Even though the former case rep-
resents the least transient error, it is not useful, as the
steady-state phase error is the same excessive value as
it is for the second-order loop. The latter case is the one

50 (44)

where T, = T,
T3 = T3/8

' 7"2r4=(T2T3/I + 8) = T2T3

T2 + T4 = (Sr,-f T3/t -f 8) =T3

Restricting the transfer function to one having real
zeroes, i.e., one satisfying the equation, yields

60
(45)

yields T2 = T4 = Tj/2 = 2r2. The open-loop transfer
function of Eq. 44 can then be written as

F'(s)=[(\

(46)
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It can be shown that the steady-state phase error given _
by Eq. 24 is minimized when T, = T3. Therefore, substi- ' ~~ 3

luting TI for T3 in Eq. 46 provides the transfer function such that said equivalent transfer function is equal to

(47) whereby implementation is by.two cascaded integra-
: tors, each having the transfer function (1 + 7V)/( 1 4-

Two integrators, each having the transfer function (1 7-^)
+ T2s)/( 1 + 7», may then be employed to implement 3 In a third-order phase-locked loop for use in re-
Eq. 47 which is equivalent to Eq. 1 for the same condi- m ceivers to acquire and track carrier signaiS) a ioop filter
tion of critical damping. with an open.Ioop transfer function equal to

Although particular embodiments of the invention
have been described and illustrated herein, it is recog- F(s) = (1 -I- r2s/\ + rts) +! / ( !+ r ts)(S + T3s)
nized that modification and variations may readily and,for agiven set of loop constants, having a damping
occur to those skilled ,n the art. It ,s therefore intended ,5 factor ^ tQ un said constants including
that the claims be interpreted to cover such modifica- desired ^^^ and steadv.state phase error,
tions and variations. . . _, , _ ,, . . Ir , , . .,

Wh t is clai d i ^ filter as defined m claim 3 wherein said

1. A filter for a third-order phase-locked loop in re- transfer function is exPressed by the equivalent equa-
ceiver systems, said filter having a transfer function 26 n

substantially equal to F'(s) = [(1 + T2s)( 1 + T4s)/( 1 + T,s)( 1 + T3s)]

F(s) = (1 + T25/l + rts) + l/( 1 + r1s)(8 + r3s) wherein

and, for a given set of loop constants, having a damping T T I(T + T )2 = V4
. factor set equal to unity, said loop constants including 25 •
desired bandwidth and steady-state phase error. an(*

2. A filter as defined in claim 1 wherein said transfer . T = T
function is expressed by the equivalent equation

such that said equivalent transfer function is equal to
F'(s) = 1(1 + T2s)(l + T45)/(l + T,s)(\ + Ttf)] ,.

. . 3° F'Cr) = ( l+T 2 s ) 2 / ( l -l-TYs)2

wherein
whereby implementation is by two cascade integrators,

2 4'( 2 *' ~ each having the transfer function (1 + T2s)/( 1 -I- T,s).
a n d * * * * *
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